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First Quarter Course Offerings

Half-day courses (for 4 weeks)     Beginning Date

Manager’s Tool Kit      January 15
Creating a High Performance Team    January 15
Communicating for Results     January 30
Power Packed Presentation Skills     January 30

One-Day Courses

Art of Influence       January 16
Conflict Resolution      January 23
Keys to Unlocking your Coaching Potential   February 12
Change Management      February 19

For More Information or Register

To obtain more information or to register, call 972-616-1250, email info@growingbydesign.com, or visit the  
web:  www.growingbydesign.com or www.business.latech.edu.

1
Louisiana Tech College of Business’ Center for Executive and Professional Development (CEPD) and Growing by Design have 
partnered to deliver executive education courses to the Shreveport/Bossier business community. Area employees will no 
longer have to go outside the area to get the training necessary to remain competitive in today’s fast-paced, competitive 
environment.

CEPD and Growing by Design will initially offer a sequence of 17 courses in a Certificate Series. Participants may take 
individual courses or combine several courses to obtain the following certificates:

Management Certificate
Manager’s Tool Kit •	
Creating a High Performance Team•	
Change Management•	
Keys to Unlocking Your Coaching Potential•	

Management by Metrics Certificate
Performance Management•	
Behavioral Interviewing•	
Basics of Finance for the Non-Financial major•	

Master Communicator Certificate
Communicating for Results•	
Art of Influence•	
Power Packed Presentation Skills•	
Conflict Resolution•	

Leadership Certificate
Leading in a Global Economy•	
Ethics in Leadership•	
From Manager to Leader•	

Customer Service
Communicating for Results•	
Delivering Exceptional Customer Service•	
Branded Customer Service•	
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Managers Tool Kit

Do you want to be a more successful manager?   The Managers Tool Kit will give you the basic skills you need to be successful and 
teach you how to maximize your management and leadership skills by learning how to:

  •	 Communicate with clarity and sense of purpose
  Conduct meetings that drive results•	
  Delegate work so it stays delegated•	
  Present positive and negative feedback•	
  Use effective coaching skills•	
  Create motivators versus maintainers•	

      

Who Should Attend?
The Managers Tool Kit is a good workshop for a new manager or for any manager who wants to enhance or refresh their management 
skills.

Basics of Productive Communication
Communicating with Clarity and Sense of Purpose•	
Deciphering Intended and Perceived Communications•	
Taking Your Listening to the Next Level•	
Listening for Spoken and Unspoken Messages•	

Meeting for Results
Utilizing the Meeting Cycle•	
Understanding When to Use Different Types of Meetings•	
Meeting Tools to Add to Your Managers Tool Kit•	
Leading a Meeting with Confidence•	
Handling Difficult Participants•	

Delegation, Feedback and Coaching
Transition from Boss to Coach•	
Setting and Managing Expectations•	
The Art of Delegation•	
Presenting Positive and Negative Feedback•	
Using Effective Coaching Skills •	

Motivation and Recognition
Creating Motivators versus Maintainers•	
Motivating A Diverse Workforce•	
Recognizing and Rewarding Good Performance•	

Course Details

Creating a High Performance Team
Is your team performing at its maximum capabilities?  Creating a High Performance Team focuses on the linkage between team 
performance and the ways individuals naturally approach tasks.  It uses the 5 Dynamics Assessment to identify individual talents and 
team synergy and help you appreciate and value differences.  Your teams can use this information to:

Understand individual roles and responsibilities in working toward a common goal•	
Discover the right roles for the right people, take ownership for results•	
Capitalize on individual strengths to create a cohesive team.  •	

Course Details
Forming or Reforming Your Team

4 Stages of a Team•	
Diagnosing Your Team•	
Clarifying Your Team Purpose•	
Defining Your Team Strategy and Goals•	
Determining How You’ll Work Together Most Effectively•	
Clarifying Individual Roles and Responsibilities•	

Maneuvering Through the Storming Stage
Identifying Roadblocks•	
Committing to Conflict Resolution•	
Promoting Appropriate Decision Making•	
Using Effective Problem Solving Tools•	

The Norming Stage – Strive for Team Effectiveness
Encouraging Peer Feedback•	
Closing the Execution Gap•	
Building Process Excellence•	

Arriving at the Performing Stage
Creating a Culture Where Everyone Does Their •	
Best Work
Celebrating Success•	
Maintaining Motivation•	

      

Who Should Attend?
Creating a High Performance Team is a good workshop for a anyone who is measured by how they achieve results through other 
people.



3
Communicating for Results

Want to be a master communicator?  Communicating for Results will teach you the power of the spoken word and how to use 
verbal communication skills to persuade, influence, and to build support for their ideas.  You will learn how to:

Recognize and remove communications filers•	
Listen for unspoken messages•	
Communication with confidence at all situations•	
Gain support for your ideas•	

      

Who Should Attend?
Communicating for Results is for anyone who wants to be successful in their daily business communication with direct reports, 
peers, upper management, and other key stakeholders.

Communication Basics
3 Elements of Communication•	
Communication Process Model•	
Communication Filters•	
Intended and Perceived Communications•	

Keys to Good Listening
The Triangle of Opportunity•	
Listening Levels•	
Spoken and Unspoken Messages•	
Focus on the Real Issue•	

Difficult Conversations
Communication Under Stress•	
Communicating Bad News•	
Communicating Change•	
Conversations with Difficult People•	

Impactful Communication
Communicating with Confidence•	
Building Relationships•	
Communicating Up the Chain of Command•	
Building Support for Your Ideas•	

Course Details

Power Packed Presentation Skills
Do you want to persuade or convince people to listen to your ideas, buy your products and services, or view you as a 
confident speaker?   Power Packed Presentation Skills will give you the skills you need to become a more polished and persuasive 
speaker. In this course you will learn to:

Define what you want to accomplish using the PIE Method•	
Adapt your presentation to the style of your audience•	
Use the mind mapping technique to organize content•	
Use the three elements of communication to add variety and interest to your presentation•	

Course Details
Determine What You Want to Accomplish

Using the PIE method to decide what you want to ac-•	
complish in relation to your audience
Creating value statements that sell your presentation•	
Getting your point across using clueing devices and •	
clarifying statements

Analyze Your Audience
Identifying the style of your audience •	
Determining your presentation style and matching it to •	
the style of your audience
Uncovering your audience’s attitude and interest level•	
Speaking to your audience’s knowledge level•	

Organize Your Content
Creating a mind map•	
Creating openings that capture your audience’s •	
attention
Using transitions that improve the pace and flow •	
of your presentation
Picking the proper closing format•	

Add Creativity and Control Nervousness
Using gestures•	
Adjusting your tone, volume, and pace•	
Relieving nervousness•	
Using the question and answer period effectively•	
Participants will be videotaped delivering a presen-•	
tation during the last session.      

Who Should Attend?
Presentation Skills is for anyone who wants to inform or persuade by using formal or informal presentations.
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Art of Influence

Influence: everyone wants it, but how do you get it?   Influence is the ability of an individual to affect others without the exertion of 
force or formal authority. It is a skill, a gentle skill, much more refined than the mere use of authority, coercion, or force. In the Art of 
Influence you will learn how to::

Recognize what influence you and others•	
Use the Influence Process•	
Develop your influence style•	
Become more influential•	

      

Who Should Attend?
The Art of Influence is for anyone who wants to accomplish the results they want in a positive way by allowing others to achieve the 
results they want also.

Understanding Influence
Understanding influence: What it is and isn’t•	
What influences you?•	
When should you use influence?•	
Directive, collaborative, and symbolic influence•	

The Influence Process
Identify who you want to influence•	
Set your influence objectives•	
Construct an action plan •	
Determine how you’ll measure success•	
Set a deadline for yourself•	

Finding Your Influence Voice
Discover your influence style•	
Assess your style•	
The six influence styles•	
Your personal influence profile •	

Flexing Your Influence Style
Your formula for success•	

Course Details

Conflict Resolution
Is conflict in the workplace starting to affect your job performance or the performance of your team? Conflict Resolution will 
give you a proven process and tools to successfully resolve workplace conflicts. You will discover how to:

Understand conflict and its causes•	
Identify and manage your response to conflict•	
Use a conflict resolution model•	
Practice conflict prevention •	

Course Details
Learning from Conflict

Understanding the nature of conflict•	
Defining conflict•	
Identifying constructive versus destructive conflict•	
Uncovering causes of conflict•	

Preventing Conflict
Analyzing conflict: Is it worth getting into?•	
Searching for causes of conflict•	
Preventing conflict before it starts•	

Reacting to Conflict
Responding to conflict•	
Using the five steps to successful conflict •	
management

Resolving Conflicts
How can we all win?•	
Preparing for conflict situations•	
Planning for conflict resolution•	

      

Who Should Attend?
Conflict Resolution is a good workshop for anyone who wants to successfully resolve and/or prevent workplace conflict.
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Keys to Unlocking Your Coaching Potential

Are your employees performing at peak capacity? In Keys to Unlocking Your Coaching Potential you discover the methods and 
techniques used by professional coaches to create meaningful change and build organizational beach strength. You’ll learn how to:

Build a coaching relationship based on trust and respect•	
Create awareness of the need to change•	
Ask questions that inspire changes•	
Establish desired outcomes•	
Hold individuals be accountable for those outcomes•	

      

Who Should Attend?
The Keys to Unlocking Your Coaching Potential is a workshop for the supervisor or manager who wants to learn how to motivate 
their team through individual or team coaching.

Understanding Behavior 
Discovering your behavioral style•	
Maximizing your strengths in the coaching situation•	
Customizing your approach to the coaching situation•	
How, when, and what to say•	
Setting desired outcomes – What will success look like?•	
Choosing a coaching model•	

Establishing the Coaching Relationship
Preparing for the coaching conversation•	
Creating a positive environment•	
Starting the dialogue•	
Building trust•	
Developing a coaching vocabulary•	
Delivering positive and negative feedback•	

Creating Meaningful Change
Asking meaningful questions•	
Utilizing committed listening•	
Creating collaborative conversations•	
Creating awareness•	
Introducing change•	

Sustaining Change
Gaining commitment•	
Creating a development plan•	
Holding the person accountable •	
Measuring success•	

Course Details

Change Management

Are you feeling a little overwhelmed?  The speed of adoption of a new technology has shifted from a generation to a matter years. 
The product life cycle is now months rather than years, and the active life of a product is much shorter. The pricing of major currencies, 
once stable within 1% for decades, now can swing 5% in a week and 50% in a year. In Change Management you’ll learn to navigate 
the rough waters of change and ride the waves to success. You’ll learn how to:

Understand Change and its Effects•	
Respond Positively and Quickly to Change•	
Build a Culture that Supports People Through Change•	
Manage Responses to Change to Drive Results•	

      

Who Should Attend?
Change Management is for anyone who works in a culture where change is the norm or where major change is occurring or about to 
occur.

Understanding Change and its Effects
The nature of change•	
Drowning in the depths of change•	
How people react to change•	

The Change Curve
The change curve•	
The six stages of change•	

Mastering the Change Curve
How to respond to change•	
Responding quickly and positively to change•	
Making difficult changes•	

Creating a Change Adaptive Culture
Traits of a change adaptive culture•	
The importance of communication in making suc-•	
cessful change
Supporting your team through change•	
Your change survival plan•	

Course Details
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The Center for Executive and Professional Development (CEPD)

The Center for Executive and Professional Development  in the Louisiana Tech College of Business strives to impact the lives of 
working professionals by providing them access to excellence in non-credit business education. Our mission is to develop and deliver 
forward-thinking executive and professional development education. Offerings focus on leadership, team building, communication, and 
the tools needed for company success and growth.

The CEPD brings the same quality and real world application to the non-credit courses as provided in the College’s Executive MBA and 
other degree programs. The College of Business offers degrees at the undergraduate and master’s level, including the EMBA and MPA 
which it offers in Shreveport. The College also offers the Doctorate in six disciplines. The College is accredited by AACSB at all levels 
and has separate accounting accreditation.

Growing by Design

Growing by Design is headquartered in Richardson, TX, as suburb of Dallas. Growing by Design is an organization focused on individual, 
team, and corporate growth. They work with their clients to help them achieve their professional and company goals by giving them the 
tools and insights necessary to create success. Growing by Design has an extensive library of courses that offer innovative and creative 
learning approaches. The dynamic courseware, teamed with even more dynamic learning guides, creates the ideal environment for 
growth. 
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